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An approach to interchange

One approach to 
interchange borrows from a 

method that was used to 
great effect in making all 
manner of ebook content 

interoperable across a range 
of mobile devices. 

The OEBPS or Open 
EBook Publication 

Structure was a success in 
interoperability. This 

success lives on as the 
EPUB format. 

The OEBPS used an 
intermediary shape, which 

we can call I and this 
intermediary shape (I) is 
what disparate vendors 

transformed their data into. 

Because the intermediary 
shape was known to all and 
allowed any namespaces 

into the structure (with some 
exceptions); the 

transformation from any 
given format into the (I) 

structure respected local 
variation, while providing a 

target for interchange.



Problem: combinatorial explosion of “BF Flavors” …

SVDE to 
Sinopia

OCLC to 
..?

OCLC to 
Sinopia

OCLC to 
SVDE

SVDE to 
OCLC

SVDE to 
…?

Sinopia 
to SVDE

SINOPIA 
to OCLC

Sinopia 
to …?



BIBFRAME from Library of Congress

For the purposes of this pilot test the BIBFRAME structure from Library of 

Congress was proposed as the Interchange format. The structure of Library of 

Congress BIBFRAME in RDF/XML was the target for I

SVDE data is natively in the N-Quad syntax, but it can be processed into RDF 

XML. The RDF Syntax Processing tool Raptor was used to explore how the 

process could work.



Example: single common interchange format

Library of 
Congress 
RDF/XML 

• SVDE to LoC 

• Sinopia to LoC

• OCLC to LoC

• … to LoC



Recall the Library of Congress RDF/XML structure



Sample SVDE: N-Quad syntax

<https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Instance/PCCon1111651871> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> 
<http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/Instance> <https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Provenance/PCCon1111651871> .

<https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Instance/PCCon1111651871> <http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/media> 
<http://rdaregistry.info/termList/RDAMediaType/1007> <https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Provenance/PCCon1111651871> .

<http://rdaregistry.info/termList/RDAMediaType/1007> <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> 
<http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/Media> <https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Provenance/PCCon1111651871> .

<http://rdaregistry.info/termList/RDAMediaType/1007> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "unmediated" 
<https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Provenance/PCCon1111651871> .

<http://rdaregistry.info/termList/RDAMediaType/1007> <http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/source> 
<https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Source/400e939f-6c78-3db3-ab41-66d938186d35> 
<https://svde.org/pcc/rdfBibframe/Provenance/PCCon1111651871> .



Rapper commands: incorporate source namespace

rapper -i nquads -o rdfxml-abbrev -f 'xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"' 

-f 'xmlns:svde="http://share-vde.org/rdfBibframe/"' -f 

'xmlns:rdam="http://rdaregistry.info/Elements/m/"' -f 

'xmlns:bf="http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/"' -f 

'xmlns:bflc="http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bflc/"' -f 

'xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"' -f 

'xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"' -f 

'xmlns:prov="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#"' -f 

'xmlns:mads="http://www.loc.gov/mads/rdf/v1#"'  PCCon1111651871-instance.nq 

> PCCon1111651871-instance.xml



First Pass of RDF Syntax Processing: SVDE as RDF/XML



Normalization Efforts: 
bf: issuance 

bf: instance type

add bf:issuance property

<bf:issuance>

<bf:Issuance 

rdf:about="http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/issuance/mono">

<rdfs:label>monograph</rdfs:label>

</bf:Issuance>

</bf:issuance>

add type for the instance

<bf:Instance 

rdf:about="http://id.loc.gov/resources/instances/21108376"

>

<rdf:type 

rdf:resource="http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/Print" />

http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/issuance/mono
http://id.loc.gov/resources/instances/21108376
http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/Print


Proposed RDF/XML of normalized SVDE 



Case Study
The Interchange RDF/XML of an SVDE Instance, loaded into a locally hosted 

Marva editor.





Summary

We have shown here that interoperability is achieved by :

1. Normalizing the N-Quads from SVDE to more closely resemble Library of Congress 

2. Processing the source SVDE: N-Quads with syntax processors into SVDE:RDF/XML

Thereafter, interoperability can enable a form of copy cataloging using PCC data that was 

enriched and clustered into a BIBFRAME network by SVDE.

3. Load the native BIBFRAME as RDF/XML into a metadata editor (local Marva system)

4. Make edits to the RDF/XML in the metadata editor 

5. Post native BIBFRAME as RDF/XML to the ILS using APIs configured in the local Marva.



Copy cataloging SVDE enhanced PCC data 

Pull in an Instance from 
SVDE XML/RDF (PCC 

data pool)

Make Edits in Marva 
configured for RDF/XML

Post to Alma Sandbox at 
Penn
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